Rapid Prototyping Facility
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi

Dated: 12/11/2013

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS (NIQ)

Selective Laser Sintering machine installed in RP facility of IIT Delhi requires major repair and maintenance. Following problems have been pointed out by service engineer:

1. Laser not firing
2. Water leakage in front of LASER unit
3. One set of laser ready LED not ON (laser has 2 green LED and 2 red LED)

The quotations are invited to repair the machine and maintain the same for one year. Interested parties/agencies may visit the RP facility and inspect the machine (if needed for submitting the quotation) by contacting undersigned on pmpandey@mech.iitd.ac.in.

The quotations should be submitted in sealed envelope (technical and commercial bids separately) to ME office/stores/undersigned latest by 02/12/2013. Details of parts, assemblies etc. (spares) which need to be replaced along with costs should be clearly mentioned in the two bids. In case your services/items are proprietary in nature; please submit a certificate along with the quotation. Please subscribe the envelope with “Quotation for SLS machine repair and maintenance”.

(Dr. Pulak M. Pandey)
Coordinator, RP Facility

Copy: 1. Head, RP Facility for information
2. Institute Website for publication
3. Notice boards